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Understanding Christian Mission
New Wine, New Wineskins
2015 Smith/Wynkoop Book Award presented by the
Wesleyan Theological Society 2014 Choice
Outstanding Academic Title During the Progessive
Era, a period of unprecedented ingenuity, women
evangelists built the old time religion with brick and
mortar, uniforms and automobiles, fresh converts and
devoted protégés. Across America, entrepreneurial
women founded churches, denominations, religious
training schools, rescue homes, rescue missions, and
evangelistic organizations. Until now, these intrepid
women have gone largely unnoticed, though their
collective yet unchoreographed decision to build
institutions in the service of evangelism marked a
seismic shift in American Christianity. In this groundbreaking study, Priscilla Pope-Levison dusts off the
unpublished letters, diaries, sermons, and yearbooks
of these pioneers to share their personal tribulations
and public achievements. The effect is staggering.
With an uncanny eye for essential details and a knack
for historical nuance, Pope-Levison breathes life into
not just one or two of these women—but two dozen.

The Lutheran Witness
Includes music.

A Primer for Philosophy and Education
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In this brilliant book, Vinoth Ramachandra argues that
the modern world--secular as well as religious--is
awash with pseudogods. Idols such as science,
reason, and irrationality enslave their devotees and
wreak chaos in lives.

Basic Christian
Philosophy
A New History of Painting in Italy: Early
Christian art; Giotto and his followers
Building the Old Time Religion
The Centenary of the World Missionary Conference,
held in Edinburgh in 1910, is a suggestive moment for
many people seeking direction for Christian mission in
the twenty-first century. Since 2005 an international
group has worked collaboratively to develop an
intercontinental and multidenominational project, now
known as Edinburgh 2010, and based at New College,
University of Edinburgh.

Christianity Encountering World
Religions (Encountering Mission)
Graceful Giving
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"Sam Rocha's primer reminds me of a French adage:
la philo descends dans la rue-- philosophy comes to
the street. Rocha's little book can be read and talked
about, with profit, on the street, in the home, in the
school, in the garden, anywhere the human heart
beats and the human mind thinks." --David T. Hansen,
Weinburg Professor in the History and Philosophy of
Education, Teachers College Columbia University
"Rocha gives us a compelling experience of first-hand
philosophizing, in which the ordinary is shown in its
powerful features, and the discipline of philosophy of
education reclaims its necessity." --Cristina
Cammarano, Assistant Professor of Philosophy,
Salisbury University "Rocha's illustrated primer is an
eye-opening introduction to the philosophy of
education. And, unlike too many illustrated texts, its
pen and ink drawings are a thought provoking
complement to this highly readable introduction."
--David Mosley, Professor of Philosophy, Bellarmine
University "An elegantly written invitation to students
and the general reader to a frame of mind where one
is ready to learn from and think about philosophy and
education. Sam Rocha calls us all back, in heart-felt
yet precise prose, to philosophy's ancient role of
dialogue, wonder, and reflection. A joy to read and
treasure." --AG Rud, Distinguished Professor,
Washington State University "A charming and clearly
written introduction to the philosophy of education,
inspired by the writings of William James." --Graham
Harman, Associate Provost for Research
Administration and Professor of Philosophy, The
American University in Cairo
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Pilgrim Practices
Christian Women in Indonesia
Offers a faithful, constructive way to deal with dissent
What happens when we approach disagreement not
as a problem to solve but as an opportunity to
practice Christian virtue? In this book James Calvin
Davis reclaims the biblical concept of forbearance to
develop a theological ethic for faithful disagreement.
Pointing to Ephesians and Colossians, in which Paul
challenged his readers to "bear with each other" in
spite of differences, Davis draws out a theologically
grounded practice in which Christians work hard to
maintain unity while still taking seriously matters on
which they disagree. The practice of forbearance,
Davis argues, offers Christians a dignified, graceful,
and constructive way to deal with conflict.
Forbearance can also strengthen the church's public
witness, offering an antidote to the pervasive
divisiveness present in contemporary culture.

Witness
Participant Observation
How do people come to Jesus in today's postmodern
culture? Not by a mechanical, linear process of cookie
cutter conversions. Nor by a nebulous spiritual
wandering that never culminates in decision and
commitment. Over the last decade, Don Everts and
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Doug Schaupp have listened to the stories of two
thousand postmodern people who have come to
follow Jesus. While their stories are diverse and
varied, certain common themes emerge. Postmodern
evangelism is a mysterious and organic process that
nevertheless goes through discernible phases, as
people cross thresholds from distrust to trust, from
complacency to curiosity and from meandering to
seeking. Everts and Schaupp describe the factors that
influence how people shift in their perspectives and
become open to the Gospel. They provide practical
tools to help people enter the kingdom, as well as
guidelines for how new believers can live out their
Christian faith.

The Christian Evangelist
Two experienced educators offer an up-to-date
introduction to philosophy from a Christian
perspective that covers the four major areas of
philosophical thought: epistemology, metaphysics,
philosophy of religion, and ethics. Written from an
analytic perspective, the book introduces key
concepts and issues within the main areas of
philosophical inquiry in a comprehensive yet
accessible way, inviting readers on a quest for
goodness, truth, and beauty that ultimately points to
Jesus as the source of all.

Christian Register
Graceful Evangelism
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2014 Best Texts of Missiology, from Byron Borger,
Hearts and Minds Bookstore Mission--a driving force in
the long Christian story--today is often cast as the
embarrassing relative of tall-steeple religiosity. In our
wider culture it's now tucked in the endnotes of bookclub histories or forms the ghostlike ellipses in the six
o'clock news. But in Introducing Christian Mission
Today, Michael Goheen brings the vibrant history,
motivation and challenges of Christian mission to the
fore. Through the centuries Christian mission has
always been recalibrating, retooling and
reevangelizing. It has repeatedly taken surprising
turns as it is carried along by the Spirit of God.
Goheen's introduction to mission's biblical, theological
and historical dimensions engages the present and
anticipates the future. As he unfolds the major issues
of the global and urban, the pluralistic and wholistic
contexts of mission today, he lays the ground for
engaging in God s great kingdom enterprise. This fullscale text incorporates the keen missional insights of
Lesslie Newbigin, David Bosch and other formative
thinkers. It will be a valued resource not only for
those in crosscultural contexts but also for those
engaged in reevangelizing the West.

The Life and Character of St. John the
Evangelist
Despite a wealth of literature on the "missional
church" and "missional living," few resources help
Christians and churches think through what it means
to be disciples of Jesus Christ and what specific
practices help cultivate lives of discipleship. Written
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from, with, and for the church, Pilgrim Practices:
Discipleship for a Missional Church introduces
Christian practices from the Letter of James to help
guide Christians and churches in their journey of
discipleship. This book frames discipleship in a way
that has been largely abandoned in modern
congregational literature, as fundamentally an issue
of identity--an identity that is necessarily formed and
practiced in and with the church community. It is a
lifestyle that cannot be lived on one's own.
Discipleship ultimately means engaging with others
on a journey of faith sustained and cultivated through
certain practices--pilgrim practices. The practices
examined in this book develop and direct the risky
pilgrim journey of Christians, transforming pilgrims
into disciples--as the Body of Christ--who participate
with God in God's mission in the world. In this time of
transient identities, individualist impulses, and
fleeting commitments, this book offers specific
practices to help Christians form their identity as
disciples and to help Christian communities live their
calling as the pilgrim Body of Christ in the world.

The Sacred Writings of the Apostles and
Evangelists of Jesus Christ
God wants to do a new thing in the African American
Church. Author, Douglas Powe suggests that the
African American church, while once the bedrock of
the community, is no longer on the radar for many.
During the Civil Rights movement African American
churches initiated and even shaped transformation for
an entire country, well beyond their own walls. In this
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post-Civil Rights era the power of many African
American churches remains mired in the assumptions
and practices of the past, thereby making them
invisible to their surrounding communities. New Wine,
New Wineskins helps African American congregations
understand and benefit from the cultural shifts we are
now experiencing. Many African American churches
once thought they were immune to the cultural shock
waves in our streets and neighborhoods. They simple
argued that they have always been all about
participation and being relational; yet like many
churches, their numbers continue to decline. African
American churches must find a way to reclaim their
missional orientation, while at the same time
remaining true to their historical identity and witness
of speaking truth to power. The worthy goals of
justice and bringing the Good News of Jesus Christ in
this time, requires new practices and fresh
ideas—new wine. The old framework just won’t work
any more. We need new wine skins.

The Evangelist
Christian Advocate
Share Jesus Without Fear
Effective instructions on how to share the love of
Christ with anyone are offered in this guide. Reissue.
30,000 first printing.
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I Once Was Lost
The word evangelism evokes strong reactions among
Christians. Conflict about what it is, whether to do it,
how to go about it, and the desired results divides
churches, demonstrating the need for new theologies
and methods that address today's religiously
pluralistic and secular contexts. This book offers a
comprehensive treatment of evangelism, from biblical
models to contemporary practice. Frances Adeney
shows that understanding different contexts and
approaches to evangelism and accepting the views of
others on this crucial topic can help replace the
"evangelism wars" (social action vs. proclamation)
with a more graceful approach to sharing God's good
news with the world.

Forbearance
- Latest book from best-selling author - Life journey
overview for ordained ministry but applicable to other
callings The life and ministry of a priest are two
aspects of the same journey, and beloved author and
priest Barbara Cathorne Crafton approaches this
journey in four sections, envisioned as embracing a
clerical life. The first, "The Dream," contains the early
years of discernment, training, and youthful ministry.
The second, "Desert," deals with the terrible obstacles
(self-created or inflicted from outside), that may end a
ministry or wound it deeply. The third, "The Dance," is
that period of time in which you know who you are
and how you serve, and the flow of life and ministry is
effectively graceful. The last, "The Death," deals with
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the priest's physical decline and death. Crafton lays
out this path with all of her usual warmth and humor,
offering insights and a companion in the way, not just
to priests but to all of us. Audience: Clergy, fans of
Barbara's other books

A Quest for Godliness
Must the gospel message include a call for people to
repent of their sins? “No,” say Free Grace advocates.
Is evidence of a changed life an important indication
of whether a person is truly born again? “No, again,”
these advocates say. But in this book, Wayne Grudem
shows how the Bible answers “Yes” to both of these
questions, arguing that the Free Grace movement
contradicts both historic Protestant teaching and the
New Testament itself. This important book explains
the true nature of the Christian gospel and answers
the question asked by so many people: “How can I
know that I’m saved?”

Legends of the angels and archangels,
the evangelists, the apostles, the
doctors of the church, and St. Mary
Magdalene
The Christian
Morality. Relativity. Right and Wrong. These are the
complicated issues we face today. Everyone has an
opinion, but who has the answer? Tony Evans refuses
to let the voice of God be drowned out amidst the
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clamor of the crowd.

Witnessing to Christ Today
Gospel Witness
"Free Grace" Theology
The current religious climate poses unique challenges
to those engaged in mission. Thus the authors of this
book propose a new, yet very biblical, model for
interacting with people of other faiths. They term this
model giftive mission, as it is based on the metaphor
of free gift. We bear the greatest gift possible--the
gospel message. Adopting this perspective not only
has the potential for greater missionary success but
also enables us to more closely imitate God's gracious
activity in the world. The core of the book explores
eleven practices that characterize giftive mission.
Each practice is illustrated through the story of a
figure from mission history who embodied that
practice. Further discussion shows how to incorporate
these practices in specific mission settings.

Called
Surveys the teachings and beliefs of the Puritans, and
calls today's Christians to follow their example of
spiritual maturity.

The Christian Witness, and Church
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Member's Magazine
This important book offers an edifying narrative of
Indonesian women who find a new and powerful voice
in the course of preparing to become Christian
pastors and theologians in their native land. By
assuming roles of responsibility, these women stand
ready to transform understandings of gender
differences that have traditionally governed
Indonesian culture, like the notion that women are an
inferior sex and not suited to leadership. In a broader
sense, they join a growing global course toward
gender equality and the evolution of women’s
spirituality. Frances S. Adeney clearly shows how
religious-inspired resistance led these women to
create new practices and theologies designed to
foster parity. Realizing that Western ideas are
inapplicable to foreign issues of gender and religion,
the author sheds light on the twin questions of
cultural isolation and the complexities of doing
research in the postmodern era.

Tony Evans Speaks Out on Gambling and
the Lottery
Beginning with the apostles themselves, Christians
have practiced the art of telling their stories to bring
others to faith. Leonard J. DeLorenzo, theology
professor and director of Notre Dame Vision—a
program designed to help youth and young adults find
their true vocation—presents seven guiding principles
to help you share your faith in a genuine way and
teach others to do so as well. Unlike many evangelical
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Christians, Catholics often find it difficult to tell their
faith stories. Leonard DeLorenzo has taught
thousands of teens and young adults to relate their
moments of grace in a way that is compelling,
convincing, and free of clichés and vague
generalizations. The seven guiding principles he
includes in Witness are: Tell it as a story Begin with
what happened Express it in style Modify it for your
audience Ensure there is sufficient closure Embrace
natural emotions and Pray and practice DeLorenzo
includes literary examples of writers such as C. S.
Lewis and Flannery O’Connor, the conversion stories
of St. Paul and St. Augustine, and real-life accounts of
grace told by young adults he’s worked with. Their
stories are born out of battling an anxiety disorder,
struggling with a loved one’s Alzheimer’s disease,
dealing with the effects of alcoholism, learning from
people with mental disabilities, and overcoming an
eating disorder. DeLorenzo teaches us that by paying
close attention to particular aspects of these stories,
we can attune ourselves to the surprising and specific
ways that grace moved through their experiences—as
it does in our own. DeLorenzo provides a model for
the kind of attentiveness we should foster when
crafting our own stories of grace, and lead others to
do so by providing an example of God’s presence in
our everyday life. Witness is a unique resource for
faith-formation ministers and adults of all ages to
appreciate the ways that grace is at work in your life,
to inspire hope, and to build community by telling
your own faith story.

THE GOSPEL TREASURY, AND
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EXPOSITORY HARMONY OF THE FOUR
EVANGELISTS, IN THE WORDS OF THE
AUTHORIZED VERSION,
In light of our increasingly post-Christian Western
contexts, David Gustafson offers a mission-oriented
ecclesiology that moves from missional theory to
practices of missional engagement. Introducing
“God’s human drama” as a way to explain the gospel
within God’s redemptive story, he outlines specific
ways for pastors and church leaders to shape a
“gospeling” culture within their congregations.
Gustafson expertly lays the foundations of and
approaches to evangelism that are seminal and apt
for the church today.

The Christian Work and the Evangelist
Spradley should be read by anyone who wants to gain
a true understanding of the process of participant
observation. This text is a follow-up to his
ethnographic research handbook, The Ethnographic
Interview, and guides readers through the technique
of participant observation to research ethnography
and culture. Spradley shows how to analyze collected
data and to write an ethnography. The appendices
include research questions and writing tasks.

What's So Amazing about Grace?
The visual edition takes the text of the Gold Medallion
Award-winning original and illustrates its themes and
message with provocative full-color photography and
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illustrations; readers can 'experience grace' as they
interact with its engaging content.

Frank Leslie's Sunday Magazine
Introducing Christian Mission Today
This comprehensive introduction helps students,
pastors, and mission committees understand
contemporary Christian mission historically, biblically,
and theologically. Scott Sunquist, a respected scholar
and teacher of world Christianity, recovers
missiological thinking from the early church for the
twenty-first century. He traces the mission of the
church throughout history in order to address the
global church and offers a constructive theology and
practice for missionary work today. Sunquist views
spirituality as the foundation for all mission
involvement, for mission practice springs from
spiritual formation. He highlights the Holy Spirit in the
work of mission and emphasizes its trinitarian nature.
Sunquist explores mission from a primarily
theological--rather than sociological--perspective,
showing that the whole of Christian theology depends
on and feeds into mission. Throughout the book, he
presents Christian mission as our participation in the
suffering and glory of Jesus Christ for the redemption
of the nations.

The Gospel Treasury, and Expository
Harmony of the Four Evangelists
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John Stott is the leading evangelical churchman of the
twentieth century. In this engaging story of this
remarkable life, Roger Sheer takes readers from
Stott's lifelong association with the parish church of
All Souls in London to every continent on the planet.
Here is the book that tells why he is, as "Time"
magazine noted in 2005, one of the hundred most
influential people in the world.

Gods that Fail
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